
CAST:
Gina Tonic as The Dame and Tinker Bell

Gabriel Spector: Gary

Lily Ali-Oshatz: Peter Pan

Diego Velázquez: Shadow

Regan Sims: Wendy

Jonathan Nathaniel Dingle-El: John

Matt Mastromatteo: Michael

Elizabeth Wright: Nana et al.

Rachel McPhee: Mrs. Darling/ Captain Hook 

Robert K. Benson: Mr. Darling/ Smee

NOAH MILLER:
Robert K. Benson’s PETER PAN-S3XUAL is a raunchy silly British pantomime.

Never-never land never looked like this! Peter Pan-S3xual playing at Don’t Tell Mama is a scream from beginning 

to end. We start out with The Dame (Gina Tonic) setting up the story, as it were, and from there it’s no holes 

barred! Gina Tonic and the cast take us on a roller coaster ride to a fantasy New York City where Captain Hook 

(Rachel McPhee) rules the subways and Peter Pan (Lily Ali-Oshatz) has to save the lost boys (Elizabeth Wright) 

being held hostage in a subway car. The ride is hysterical, the actors do a great job improvising and keeping the 

energy level up, and the jokes coming. There’s really no plot, per se, only a loose idea of the Peter Pan plot, but 

by the end of the show you won’t care—you’ll be laughing too hard, and you will have had too good a time.

HAPPY FACE!

EVA HEINEMANN:
The story is basically the same about Wendy (Regan Sims) out growing the nursery with lots of questions about 

the questionable plot of Peter Pan. I mean really a dog (Elizabeth Wright) for a nanny. John (Jonathan Nathaniel 

Dingle-El)  is scientifically minded while Michael (Matt Mastromatteo) is a stinky poop factory. Peter Pan appears 

with Gina Tonic sashaying in as TInkerbell and things really start to fly. Mrs Darling (Rachel McPhee) doubles as 
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Captain Hook and Mr. Darling (Robert K. Benson) doubles as Smee, Captain’s first mate (my favorite character in 

Peter Pan). Some new characters are added: Peter’s disgruntled Shadow (Diego Velázquez) and accompanist on 

the piano, Gary (Gabriel Spector) who is also responsible to figure out how to do flying for Peter Pan on a budget 

and no fly space. Everybody was so delightful that it made it hard to indulge in cocktails as we were laughing so 

hard and doing spit takes. There are only a few performances and you don't want to miss this. Prepare to join in 

the fun with Boos and cheers and no you didn’t and yes she dids.

MAJOR CAPTAIN HAPPY FACE

ENDS DECEMBER 12TH

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE:
Thursday, December 8 at 9:30 pm

Sunday, December 11 at Noon

Monday, December 12 at 7 pm. 

Don’t Tell Mama

343 West 46th Street, (between 8th and 9th Avenues). 

Tickets, which are cash only, are $30 (plus a $20 food/drink minimum). 

To reserve tickets

visit https://www.donttellmama.com/home

646-637-2806. 

For more information, visit https://www.randrproductions.net/panto

https://www.randrproductions.net/panto

